182                  AVIDYA : NESCIENCE.              [chap. X.
It is enough here to note that there is Divine Intelligence in Nature
as there is in Man ; and that thought and intelligence is presupposed
in all objective reality. To deny tills is to subvert the fmiclameiital
basis of all knowledge, and to reduce the intelligible world to a
chaos.
The whole of Nature is pervaded by thouglb-t akin to our own; and
what happens in every cognition is, as previously pointed out, that the
perceiving Subject unites itself with the Self m the object perceived ;
if the cognition which ensues be incomplete, that is, if the object per"
ceived be not perceived in its entirety, from all possible points of
view, as is generally the case in ordinary Irnnian cognitions, the per-
ception constitutes a mere act of perception and the person perceiving
(the j zm of the VedSnta system) is said to be merely a kaower, and
the dualism of the knower and the known continues. In the degree
that the knower has entered into the spirit of the thing perceived,
he is said to have known that thing, and in the degree that he has
known it, he is (< at home" with it. This is the meaning of the
expression that to know a thing is to become it.
Those who are competent to speak on the subject tell us that at
this high. stage of moral and, spiritual culture one sees things which.
are concealed from ordinary humanity by the illusion of th-e senses.
Ordinarily, however, the senses, by hiding the higher verities from our
gaze, are in reality our benefactors, since they prevent us from per-
ceiving that which, if realised without due preparation, would throw
us into unutterable consternation—things which we could not bear
to behold1. The Bhagvat G-ita m Chapter XI gives an excellent
illustration of this truth.
In this view of the matter, avidyd is bliss where it is folly to try
to become wise without a proper preparation and guidance. Verily,
the path to self-realisation is tf sharp as a razor'.
T Cf. Sterner.

